The original motion estimation algorithm has a remarkable complexity and therefore many improvements were proposed to enhance the crude version of the motion estimation. The basic idea of many of these works were to optimize some distortion function for mean squared error (MSE) Keywords: Video Coding; Structural Similarity; Motion Compensation; Visual Information Fidelity.
Introduction
In the few past years, the video compression and coding paradigm has been under a lot of attention and the subject of extensive research. Applications such as video broadcasting, video transmission over the networks and video streaming on the internet as well as the movie industry, explored the necessity of the compression of the video signals further and further.
In the original H.261 video coding protocol the main part of the encoder is motion estimation stage. A simple block matching is performed on the current frame (or reference image) and the next frame (or target image). SAD is used as the distortion measure for block matching i. e. the block from the next frame with the smallest SAD between the reference block is selected as the best match. There is usually a search range for the blocks to be compared to the reference block. In the simplest case the search range can be a block with side equal to 3 times bigger than the reference block [1, 2, 3] . Fig. 1 shows a typical diagram of the motion estimation.
After the introduction of H.261, researchers had consumed much effort to improve the performance of H.261 video coder. Several improvements were added to the crude version of the motion estimation for improving the compression ratio and reducing the computational complexity [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] . H.263 added more features such as supporting more picture formats, different GOB (group of blocks) structure, unrestricted motion vectors, P and B frames mode, advanced prediction mode and also half-pel motion estimation which allows the resolution of motion vectors to be half pixel [6] . There is a brief comparison between H.261 and H.263 in [3] . H.263+ and H.263++ were introduced after H.263 and H.264 and MPEG4 are the last version of the coders with many optional modes [7] .
Block matching motion estimation algorithms such as the three step search [10, 12] and the diamond search [13, 14] algorithms are currently being used in video coding schemes as alternatives to full search algorithms. Many improvements to reduce the complexity of these methods proposed. In the almost all of the mentioned video coding standards, there is a lack of consideration of the human perception system in the motion estimation procedure. Using a SAD or MSE criterion would perhaps lead to less computational complexity but it is not optimal in case of coding rate or quality of the compressed video. In the motion compensation of H.264 the best matching blocks and the best prediction modes are chosen by Lagrange cost function whose distortion function is SAD.
It has been shown that MSE is not a reliable quality criterion when we are dealing with perceptually important signals such as images and videos [15] [16] [17] [18] . A. C. Bovic and his team proposed new quality metrics for images and videos such as SSIM, CW-SSIM and VIF that are based on human visual system. An overview of image quality assessment (IQA) can be found in [16] .
In this paper, we utilized the usage of the image quality metrics instead of SAD or MSE in the motion estimation and compensation of the video. We used SSIM [17] , CW-SSIM [18] and VIF [15] as quality criterion in motion estimation and explored the effect and trade-offs of utilization of these metrics.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: section 2 is a brief introduction to image quality metrics commonly used in quality assessment context. Section 3 contains the specifications of the dataset. Section 4 is dedicated to explaining our method and section 5 describes the simulation results while section 6 is conclusion and section 7 contains the references. 
Utilized Perceptual Quality Metric
As mentioned before, it is proven that without modeling the human vision system one cannot introduce an acceptable quality criterion for images and this was the key idea to the generation of HVS based quality metrics. In this section we briefly introduce main criterions for calculate the quality of images and videos.
Sum of Absolute Difference
The most common block distortion measure (BDM) is sum of absolute difference which gives almost similar performance of using MSE but with much less computations. Suppose the block size is N×N and we want to calculate SAD of a block located at (x,y) in the current frame F t matched against a block with a displacement (u,v) from (x,y) in previous frame F t-1 , then SAD is simply defined as: (1) SAD is used in motion compensation mainly because of its simplicity and little computational cost implied by SAD to the whole encoding procedure.
2.2
Mean Squared Error Due to its simplicity, MSE (mean square error) has been the dominant quantitative performance metric in the field of signal processing for many years. But it is shown that there is a big lack of accuracy in MSE when dealing with perceptually important signals such as speech, images and video signals. For those applications newly developed perceptual quality metrics are used.
The MSE and PSNR between two 8-bit image signals x, and y are formulated as:
where x i ,y i are the gray level intensity values of the pixels.
2.3
Structural Similarity SSIM (structural similarity) is a popular and state of the art quality metric in the field of image processing. We mainly use the primitive formulation of the Wang and Bovic [16, 17] in which, the target application is quality assessment of the images. SSIM is a function of luminance, contrast and a local structure function of images x and y. Local structural similarity is usually formulated as: where x and y are (respectively) the local sample means of x and y, x and y are (respectively) the local sample standard deviations of x and y, and xy is the sample cross correlation of x and y after removing their means. The items C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 are small positive constants that stabilize each term, so that near-zero sample means, variances, or correlations do not lead to numerical instability. The entire SSIM metric between the original and the reference image is calculated by averaging the local SSIM all over the image.
As mentioned before, we are to check the performance of the video coder with different distortion functions. We utilized the idea that MSE is not good enough to be used as quality metric and test the performance for various criterions. The main idea is to use SSIM to search for the best matching block in motion estimation of the video.
Although the application of SSIM shows better performance than MSE and SAD (better block matching and thus better compression) but we go further to improve its performance. We explored the usage of CW-SSIM and VIF. A brief overview of both is given below.
2.4
Complex Wavelet SSIM As we saw above, SSIM measures the quality by comparing the structures in the image. As we know, small geometric distortions are not structural, so a new wavelet domain version of SSIM was introduced to overcome these artifacts [15] . CW-SSIM is usually formulated as [16] : First, CW-SSIM is calculated for each subband of the wavelet decomposition and then average of these values yields an overall CW-SSIM metric for the entire of the image. More details are available in [18] .
2.5
Visual Information Fidelity VIF quantifies the similarity of two images using a communication framework. It attempts to relate the signal fidelity to the amount of the information that is shared between the two signals (original and noisy version or distorted version). This shared information is quantified using the concept of mutual information which is widely used in information theory. Suppose that we are to compare the quality of two signals (images), a reference and a noisy version (in the current motion estimation application one signal is a block of pixels from reference frame and second is a block of pixels from next frame). Let us denote the reference signal by C and the distorted one by D. E is the perceived version of the source signal (C) by the neurons of the HVS (human visual system) and F is perceived version of D. We can write the following equations:
In these equations, c, and d are random vectors extracted from the same location of the same wavelet subband in the reference and distorted images, respectively. g is a scalar deterministic gain factor and v is an independent additive zero-mean white Gaussian noise. This model is a general model but has good performance almost everywhere. See [15, 16] for more details. In receiver, the n is used to model the visual distortion as a stationary, zero-mean, additive white Gaussian noise process in the wavelet transform domain. The reference image is modeled by a wavelet domain Gaussian scale mixture (GSM), which is a good model for natural images [22] . Then c can be modeled as
where u is a zero-mean Gaussian vector and z is an independent scalar random variable. According to [15] the VIF is computed by: 
where i is the index of local coefficients patches, with all subbands include. More information about VIF can be found in [15, 16] .
Data
The video frames we used as the dataset are the standard Foreman video sequences. The format of the frames is standard CIF format. Fig. 2 shows some sample frames used in the simulation. We have used the first frame as the reference frame and the second frame as the target frame in the simulation procedure. 
Method
We modified the conventional motion estimation method with the usage of SSIM (and also CW-SSIM and VIF) as the similarity criterion for block matching. Macro blocks are selected with a side equal to 16 pixels (16×16 blocks). The comparison between our method and the conventional method is done in the full search approach i. e. the search region is a 48×48 block from the target frame. The best matched block in the search area is a 16×16 block with the biggest similarity to the selected 16×16 block from the reference frame. Biggest similarity is interpreted as biggest SSIM or biggest CW-SSIM or VIF. After that best match block is found, motion vectors are calculated and motion compensation is done using the motion vectors. The simulation results and trade-offs will be explained in the following section.
Results
Motion Compensation for Foreman frames with different quality criterions is simulated using a 2.2 GHz P.4 dual core processor. Table 1 shows the results of the simulation. As we can see from the table, VIF shows the best performance of compression. The constructed frame using motion vectors obtained by VIF is the most similar to the target frame. This similarity is computed by means of MSE, SSIM, VIF and also bitplane error. Bitplane error is the average Hamming distance between the reference frame and the target frame when each of them is considered as a sequence of binary bits (Each pixel is a 8 bit binary and the sequence can be obtained by putting these pixel values in serial order). The trade-off between the computational complexity and quality of the compressed video can be observed in the table. Although the usage of VIF shows better performance but its computational complexity is bigger than the other methods. It seems that SSIM is the knee point of the trade-off. The performance is acceptable while the complexity is not much bigger that MSE. The usage of VIF or CW-SSIM would be helpful in situations that the complexity is not of much concern such as in distributed video coding with motion estimation in the decoder [26] . Fig. 3 shows the Foreman reference frame and target frame obtained by various metrics. Fig. 3 .a is the target frame. Fig. 3.b, 3.d, 3.e, 3.f, 3 .g are motion compensation output frames using SAD, MSE, SSIM, CW-SSIM, VIF quality criterions respectively. Fig. 3 .c is the constructed target frame with SAD distortion measure and a block of size 8 (instead of 16; we put this figure to sketch the poor performance of SAD). As we can see from the results the usage of quality assessment of the images in the motion compensation can help us to manage the video compression in case of required computational complexity and coding performance. Another interesting point is that the usage of SSIM, CW-SSIM and VIF more than reducing the average bitplane error, would cause in a remarkable decrease in the error of the most significant bits between the reference and target frames. Table 2 explains this fact. The left sided bits of the binary representation of the pixels have less error after the compression when we use the HVS based quality criterions in the motion estimation. The key point here is the fact that in many lossless and lossy compression techniques that only deal with the bit sequence (and the nature of the signal is not such important), more precise important bitplanes results in better coding. This is important because in almost all video coders and standards there is bit coding procedure (source coding stage) more than the motion compensation stage. 
Conclusion and Future Works
In this paper, we first review the recent advances in the video coding and specially motion compensation procedure then we state a brief overview about the image quality metrics. After that, we explain our method that is the usage of the HVS based metrics in the video compression and more precisely in motion compensation. We examine the legitimacy of our approach through the simulation. Results reviled this fact that usage of these metrics can make a remarkable improvement in the compression performance, especially on the motion compensation and source coding stages.
